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TMAO mediates eﬀective attraction between lipid
membranes by partitioning unevenly between
bulk and lipid domains†
Shahar Sukenik, ‡ Shaked Dunsky, Avishai Barnoy, Ilan Shumilin and
Daniel Harries *
Under environmental duress, many organisms accumulate large amounts of osmolytes – molecularly
small organic solutes. Osmolytes are known to counteract stress, driving proteins to their compact native
states by their exclusion from protein surfaces. In contrast, the effect of osmolytes on lipid membranes is
poorly understood and widely debated. Many fully membrane-permeable osmolytes exert an apparent
attractive force between lipid membranes, yet all proposed models fail to fully account for the origin of
this force. We follow the quintessential osmolyte trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO) and its interaction with
dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) membranes in aqueous solution. We find that by partitioning away
from the inter-bilayer space, TMAO pushes adjacent membranes closer together. Experiments and
simulations further show that the partitioning of TMAO away from the volume between bilayers stems
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from its exclusion from the lipid–water interface, similar to the mechanism of protein stabilization by
osmolytes. We extend our analysis to show that the preferential interaction of other physiologically
relevant solutes (including sugars and DMSO) also correlates with their effect on membrane bilayer interactions. Our study resolves a long-standing puzzle, explaining how osmolytes can increase membrane–
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membrane attraction or repulsion depending on their preferential interactions with lipids.

Introduction
Osmolytes are naturally occurring solutes that help cells
regulate osmotic pressures, thereby helping to combat environmental stresses.1,2 Trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO), a common
osmolyte in marine creatures3,4 and other biota,5 has been
extensively studied for its chemical chaperon activity: a thermodynamic stabilizing eﬀect toward proteins and nucleic
acids.6–12 However, much less in known about the impact of
TMAO on lipid bilayers, a major component of the plasma
membranes, and the envelope for many cellular organelles.
Many protective osmolytes and metabolite cosolutes are known
to drive membranes towards one another.13 For over four decades,
this apparent attraction has been rationalized within standard
models that use empirical equations of state. The apparent
attraction in presence of cosolutes was then attributed in different
studies to stronger van der Waals attraction, weaker hydration, or
reduced undulation repulsion in the presence of cosolutes.14–17
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Yet it has been hard to find compelling experimental or theoretical evidences for these alterations, and the attractive force is thus
still debated.
Extensive studies indicate that zwitterionic TMAO (Fig. 1a),
whose cellular concentrations can reach several hundred millimolar, has an important osmoregulatory role18,19 and exerts a
stabilizing eﬀect on proteins in fish and other organisms.4,10,11,20
The overall beneficial stabilizing eﬀect of TMAO has been linked
to its eﬀective interaction with protein interfaces.12,21 To contrast,
recent studies have shown that TMAO may have deleterious
eﬀects on human health. Specifically, elevated concentrations of
TMAO in the blood (as secreted, for example, by intestinal
microbiota22) were shown to correlate with atherosclerosis and
cardiovascular disease (CVD) risks.23–25 Lipid interactions are an
important determinant in processes leading to CVD,26 including
the retention of low-density lipoprotein particles at the
endothelial layer of vessel walls.27
As a model for lipid interactions, we examine how TMAO
aﬀects the interactions between dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine (DMPC, Fig. 1a) bilayers in multilamellar vesicles
(MLVs, shown in Fig. 1b). Using a combination of small-angle
X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments, vapor pressure osmometry
(VPO), and molecular dynamic (MD) simulations, we show that
TMAO acts to increase attractive interactions between DMPC
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Although there are many differences between model bilayers and
cellular membranes, the contribution of forces that emerge
between lipids due to the preferential exclusion of TMAO from
lipid headgroup are expected to act similarly and to augment any
other interaction between more complex cellular membranes.
While osmolyte concentrations are often on average small in cells
and in organisms, they can locally be high, thus underlining a
potentially significant effect on forces acting between lipids as
well as between protein interfaces.32 Solute preferential exclusion
should therefore be considered as an important contributing
force to processes of membrane remodeling, including endocytosis and fusion.

Materials and methods
Fig. 1 TMAO reduces inter-bilayer distance in multilamellar vesicles of
DMPC. (a) Schematic of TMAO (left) and DMPC (right, R represents the
myristoyl CH3(CH2)12 hydrocarbon chain). (b) Schematic of a multilamellar vesicle (MLV) showing the bulk solution and the inter-bilayer
space. Orange color represents the hydrophobic tails, and purple represents the headgroups. The solution is shown in blue. Rectangular region is
blown-up in panel (c). (c) Close-up of a membrane bilayer in an MLV
highlighting the characteristic bilayer repeat distance, D, as well as the
Gibbs–Luzzati bilayer (DB) membrane (DB 0 ) and inter-bilayer spacing (Dw 0 ).
Scheme shows phosphatidylcholine headgroups (purple and green),
hydrocarbon tails (yellow), and TMAO molecules (red). Water is not shown.
(d) DMPC bilayer repeat distances in MLVs as a function of TMAO
concentration. Dashed line is a guide for the eye.

Materials
TMAO (Sigma-Aldrich) was used as received, or after treating
with hydrogen peroxide and recrystallization, as previously
described by Russo et al.33 Using both TMAO preparations gave
the same results within experimental error. Highly purified
(499%) synthetic phospholipid 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3phosphocholine (DMPC) from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL)
was used as received in lyophilized form. Polyethylene glycol (PEG)
20k was from Sigma-Aldrich, and used as received.
Vapor pressure osmometry

bilayers. As detailed in the following sections, we find that the
underlying cause for the reduced distances between lipid
bilayers is uneven partitioning of TMAO molecules between
the lipid MLV’s domain and the surrounding aqueous solution
(or ‘‘bulk’’) domains, see schematic in Fig. 1b. Our results
further show that preferential exclusion of TMAO from the
lipid–water interface is responsible for the uneven partitioning.
This exclusion is likely driven by unfavorable dipole orientations
of TMAO molecules relative to the strongly hydrated DMPC
headgroups. The net result of uneven partitioning is an effective
depletion force that pushes the membranes together.
Further consolidation and analysis of previously reported
data (described in the following sections) indicates that this
‘‘action at a distance’’ mechanism that we find for TMAO is
general for many physiologically relevant solutes. Specifically,
we find that it manifests in the presence of other excluded, netneutral, membrane-permeable cosolute molecules, including
sugars and DMSO. Conversely, when cosolutes are preferentially included at the membrane bilayer interface, a repulsive
force emerges between lipids. Thus, we propose that uneven
cosolute partitioning is a general mechanism by which cosolutes
can aﬀect lipid membranes. Specifically, our results point at an
important yet often neglected physical mechanism that drives
lipid membranes closer together or further apart, depending on
cosolute exclusion or inclusion. Cosolute inclusion is furthermore known as important in the context of membrane freezing or
desiccation, where the presence of solutes in the inter-bilayer
solution can increase membrane durability and survivability.28–31
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The osmolality of a series of solutions containing water and
TMAO and/or PEG was measured on a Wescor 5520 osmometer,
as described previously for other solutes.34–36 All measurements were performed at least in triplicates, and recalibration
using 200 and 1000 mOsm standards (Wescor, Inc.) was done
between each sample set. To measure the osmolarity in solutions containing lipids, the same TMAO/PEG solutions were
used, but after addition of DMPC lipid. Lipid suspensions were
equilibrated by 3 heat–thaw cycles (0–40 1C, 15 minutes at each
temperature), sealed with parafilm, and stored for 24–48 hours
before measurement. The amount of lipid and added solution
were determined gravimetrically using a Mettler Toledo Excellence
Plus XP microbalance. Lipid concentrations were ca. 300 mg ml1
and those of TMAO solutions were in the range of 80–2500 mM.
Small angle X-ray scattering
Sample preparation and data acquisition followed methodology
previously described.37 In brief, lipid powder was dissolved in
chloroform and dried to a thin film under nitrogen flow and
then under vacuum for several hours. The lipid was then
rehydrated with highly purified water (final concentration of
ca. 30 mg ml1), TMAO aqueous solutions (0–3 M), or PEG
solutions (0–40% by weight) with known concentrations and
osmotic pressures, and vortexed to induce full solvation. Lipid
suspensions were equilibrated by 3 heat–thaw cycles (0–40 1C,
15 minutes at each temperature), and were then stored at 4 1C.
Samples were equilibrated at for at least 1 h before being
X-rayed for 0.5–1 h at 30 1C. The measurements were performed
using Luzzatti cells as previously described,37 on an in-house
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SAXS setup,38 with calibration performed using silver behenate
standards. Sharp, uniform scattering rings were obtained for
lipid suspensions, indicative of sample homogeneity upon
equilibration. The resulting 2D scattering patterns were radially
integrated using Fit2D,39 and background was subtracted
(Fig. S1, ESI†). The obtained graphs showed well-defined Bragg
peaks, which were fit to Gaussians (OriginPro 9.0), whose
center scattering wave vector Q was used to calculate the repeat
distance D = 2p/Q, determined as a function of TMAO and
applied osmotic pressure. The same curves were also analyzed
using more detailed models of lipid bilayers that include both
the form and structure factors, implemented in the scattering
analysis software X+.40 The resulting values of repeat spacings
were within 0.1 Å of those determined using simple Gaussians.
Molecular dynamics simulations
Simulations of DMPC bilayers solvated in water were run in
pure water and at three diﬀerent TMAO concentrations: 0.1 M,
0.5 M, and 1 M. Details of the simulation boxes are given in
Table S1 (ESI†). Simulation boxes were built, hydrated, and ions
were added using CHARMM-GUI membrane builder.41 All ions
were then replaced by TMAO molecules. Interactions were
calculated using the CHARMM36 forcefield,42 with TIP3P
water43 and CGenFF TMAO parameters.44 Simulations were
conducted using the NAMD package version 2.945 and using
the NPT ensemble, with a 2 fs time step at T = 303.15 K and
pressure of 1 bar. Temperature and pressure were kept constant
using the Nose–Hoover Langevin semi-isotropic barostat46 and
Langevin thermostat algorithms.45 Electrostatics were calculated using PME method,47 with grid-spacing of 1 Å. van der
Waals interactions were calculated with a cutoff of 12 Å and a
switching distance of 10 Å. Simulation boxes were minimized
for 10 000 steps, and equilibrated for 3 ns before collecting 100 ns
simulation trajectories of each TMAO concentration. Analyses were
performed on the last 70 ns of the simulation using VMD.48

Results and discussion
TMAO reduces DMPC bilayer spacing, but does not
significantly modify lipid properties
We use SAXS (details in Methods) to determine the interlamellar
spacing in multilamellar vesicles (MLVs) of DMPC, shown
schematically in Fig. 1b and c. When placed in solutions containing TMAO and equilibrated at 30 1C, MLVs show a monotonic
decrease in the characteristic bilayer repeat spacing, D, with
increasing TMAO concentration (Fig. 1d).
The TMAO dependent decrease in bilayer spacing necessarily implies that the osmolyte induces a change in the balance
of forces determining the interaction between the bilayers. One
possibility is that the observed reduction in spacing is caused
by TMAO induced changes to lipid membrane thickness, DB
(also known as the Gibbs–Luzzati bilayer thickness,49,50 shown
in Fig. 1c). We determine DB in the presence and absence of 1 M
TMAO using gravimetric measurements with decreasing lipid
volume fractions, fL, and measure using SAXS the resulting
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Fig. 2 Interactions between membrane and TMAO hardly aﬀect lipid
structure. (a and b) Bilayer repeat distance D vs. reciprocal lipid volume
fraction fL as determined by SAXS. The repeat distance at low volume
fractions corresponds to full hydration, while at large lipid volume fractions
variations in distance indicate full uptake of added solution by the lipid. The
intersection point of the two regimes allows to determine the membrane
thickness DB, which is unaltered within measurement error in the absence
(a) or presence (b) of 1 mol kg1 TMAO. Shaded area is 95% confidence
bands of a linear fit to the initial slope of the data. See also ESI,† Section S1.
(c) Decay of water orientational order hcos di versus distance from water
midplane Z in simulations, in the presence and absence of 1 mol kg1 TMAO.
Inset shows that the extracted correlation lengths, x0, of the order parameter for various TMAO concentrations hardly varies. Details on calculations
to obtain x0 are available in ESI,† Table S2. The apparent shift along Z
between water and TMAO solution is directly proportional to the diﬀerent
solution spacings (or volume) of the simulations boxes (ESI,† Table S1).

membrane spacings, as detailed in ESI,† Section S1 and in
ref. 50. Our results indicate that DB derived using the gravimetric
method is the same within error in the presence and absence of
1 mol kg1 TMAO, Fig. 2a and b.
To supplement the gravimetric method, we conducted and
analyzed all-atom MD simulations of DMPC membranes in the
presence and absence of increasing TMAO concentrations
(see Methods and ESI,† Table S1 for details of the simulations).
Like our experiments, simulations showed that the membrane
thickness is roughly constant in TMAO concentrations up to
1 mol kg1, (ESI,† Table S2). In addition, estimates of membrane
elasticity in the simulation derived using the splay fluctuation
methodology51 showed only a slight, ca. 10% increase in bilayer
bending modulus, Kc, in 1 mol kg1 TMAO solutions compared
to the absence of TMAO (ESI,† Table S2).
To see if TMAO presence aﬀects the arrangement of water
molecules in the bilayer interface we looked for possible changes
in the water molecules surrounding the lipid headgroups and
their ordering in the simulations. The extent of water ordering as
a function of distance from the bilayer is closely related to the
so-called hydration repulsion between lipid bilayers.52–54 This
ordering depends on lipid–water interactions and can potentially
impact bilayer spacing. We determined the time averaged angle
of the water molecule dipole with respect to the membrane
normal, hcos di, as a function of distance from the solvent center
of mass (i.e., the ‘‘inter-membrane midplane’’), Fig. 2c. Fitting
the decay to a functional form proposed by Marčelja and
Radić,52,53 we find that the typical correlation distance of water
orientation, x0, is virtually unaffected by the presence of TMAO,
as shown in the inset of Fig. 2c.
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While membrane thickness remains roughly constant in the
presence of TMAO in both experiments (Fig. 2a and b) and
simulation (ESI,† Table S2), the average orientation of the lipid
P–N lipid headgroup dipole in simulations tends to slightly
larger angles with respect to the membrane normal (a change of
ca. 11 at 1 mol kg1 TMAO, see PN in ESI,† Table S2). This
indicates a tendency to limit headgroup exposure to the
solution in the presence of TMAO (likely due to the unfavorable
interaction with TMAO, as we discuss later), and is consistent
with a weak dehydrating effect of TMAO on the headgroups.
Taken together, our results indicate that the considerable
changes in bilayer repeat spacing (Fig. 1d) cannot be explained
by the minor TMAO induced changes to membrane structure.
Reduced repeat distance caused by unequal partitioning of
TMAO between bulk solution and inter-bilayer volume
Since DB seems to be unaﬀected by TMAO presence, we
examine the inter-bilayer solution spacing, Dw 0 (Fig. 1c, and
ESI,† Section S2 for details; note that the corresponding value
of DB 0 is somewhat diﬀerent than DB15,55). We use the osmotic
stress technique combined with SAXS to determine the values
of Dw 0 at given osmotic pressures imposed by polyethylene
glycol 20k (PEG). Since PEG is fully excluded from the lipid
phase, the osmotic pressure exerted by the polymer is known.
We measure Dw 0 at a given imposed PEG pressure in the
presence of increasing concentrations of added TMAO, as
shown in Fig. 3a.
The main advantage of the osmotic stress method is that
the resulting isotherms have been extensively characterized
by an empirical equation of state (EOS) that relates Dw 0 with
the eﬀective pressure exerted on the bilayer, PEOS.14–16,56 For
net-neutral membranes, the EOS is well described as a sum of
three terms:
PEOS ¼ 



0
D
H 1
kB T 2 1 ds2
 lw
þ
:
0 3 þ Ph e
6p Dw
2p
Kc dDw0

(1)

The first term represents the van der Waals (vdW) attraction
between bilayers, where H is the so-called Hamaker constant,
which can be determined empirically from spectroscopic measurements (see ESI,† Section S3). The second term represents
hydration repulsion due to water structuring forces at the
membrane interface; this exponential force has a characteristic
decay length l B 2 Å, and weakens significantly beyond
Dw 0 B 10 Å. The last term in eqn (1) is due to bilayer undulations: it varies with the inverse of the membrane bending
rigidity Kc, and depends linearly on the derivative of the inverse
mean square fluctuation in water spacing, s2. These fitting
parameters for DMPC in water at 30 1C have previously been
derived using high resolution X-ray scattering curves by Petrache
et al.15 (see ESI,† Table S3 for a full listing of the fit parameters
and values used), and well fit our experimental results for DMPC
in pure water, Fig. 3a.
Even in the absence of PEG, as TMAO concentration grows,
repeat distances become smaller, see Fig. 1d. This trend is preserved also when PEG exerts additional stress, as seen in Fig. 3a.
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Fig. 3 Osmotic stress experiments using PEG at diﬀerent TMAO concentrations. (a) PEG-exerted pressure vs. inter-bilayer solution spacing in the
presence of increasing TMAO concentrations. Blue line is eqn (1) using the
parameters in ESI,† Table S3. Other solid lines are fits using the same
equation adjusted for the presence of TMAO (see text and ESI,† Sections
S2–S4 for details), but with an additional term to account for the upward
inflection at high pressures as described in ESI,† Section S6. (b) Values of
the EOS using the parameters in ESI,† Table S3, taking the Hamaker
constant to correspond to 1.5 mol kg1 TMAO (ESI,† Fig. S2) and using
several values for the membrane bending rigidity, to assess its effect on fit
quality. EOS curves are solid lines, and are overlaid on the experimental
curves in the absence (blue squares) and presence (pink diamonds) of
1.5 mol kg1 of TMAO.

Considering eqn (1), there are several possible sources for this
modified interaction due to TMAO. The first is the hydration
interaction; however, we have shown in Fig. 2c that the typical
hydration decay length x0 is not expected to change considerably in
the presence of TMAO, implying that the hydration force should
also hardly change with TMAO addition.
The term representing vdW interactions is expected to vary
with any change in dielectric response of the intervening
solution, which in turn determines the value of the Hamaker
constant H, as described in the ESI,† Section S3. Using known
values for the dielectric response and the refractive index of
TMAO solutions, we find that the Hamaker parameter decreases
with increasing TMAO concentration in the lipid-intervening
solvent, as shown in ESI,† Fig. S2. This would suggest a necessary
weakened attraction due to TMAO that should contribute
towards an increase in Dw 0 with TMAO addition. If taken alone,
this is in clear contrast with the experimental findings, as shown
by the dark green line in Fig. 3b.
Finally, we test if membrane stiﬀening can result in
weakened repulsions that could overcome the weakened vdW
attraction. Even varying the assumed value of Kc by several
orders of magnitude, far beyond physically realistic values of
membrane stiﬀness, still cannot well fit the isotherms at high
TMAO concentrations (Fig. 3b). Moreover, we find in MD
simulations that there is only a very slight change in Kc in the
presence of TMAO, as discussed above.
We conclude that the EOS (eqn (1)) does not contain a term
that can account for the force that is eﬀectively acting to bring
membranes closer in the presence of TMAO. Our focus, therefore, turns to a crucial factor that has not been considered to
this point: the partitioning of TMAO between the bulk solution
outside and the inter-bilayer solution inside the MLVs. We
hypothesize that an eﬀective osmotic pressure may arise due to
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Fig. 4 TMAO partitions unevenly between lipid and bulk domains.
(a) Osmotic pressure exerted by binary TMAO solutions, Pbulk, and that
evaluated by eqn (1), PEOS. The diﬀerence between these curves, PMLV,
is in direct proportion to TMAO concentration in the inter-bilayer solution.
(b) TMAO partition coeﬃcient indicates depletion from inter-bilayer
solution for all concentrations tested. Cyan circles are calculated from
the curves in the absence of PEG as shown in (a). Other symbols are
calculated from data in the presence of PEG (used to exert osmotic stress)
for various TMAO concentrations corresponding to the colors and shapes
shown in Fig. 3a. Dashed line represents hypothetical even partitioning
between bulk and lipid domains.

unequal concentration between the bulk and the lipid (or interbilayer) space. To test this, we use the experimental interbilayer solution spacing Dw 0 to calculate the eﬀective pressure
exerted on the bilayers, PEOS, as delineated in eqn (1) and
shown in Fig. 4a. Constants used in evaluating PEOS are
available in ESI,† Table S3. This pressure is then subtracted
from the measured osmotic pressure in lipid-free solutions,
Pbulk (shown for TMAO binary solutions in Fig. 4a, and for ternary
solutions containing TMAO and PEG in ESI,† Fig. S3). The
diﬀerence between these two pressures, PMLV = Pbulk  PEOS,
reports on the concentration of TMAO in the inter-bilayer solution
(the lipid domain). The partition coeﬃcient of TMAO between the
bulk and the lipid phases, KP, can be evaluated through
KP ¼

PMLV
:
Pbulk

(2)

Had TMAO partitioned evenly between the bulk and the lipid
phase, the (net) pressure acting on the MLV in the absence of PEG
would be PEOS = 0, and KP would be equal to unity. Values smaller
than 1 correspond to an excess of TMAO outside vs. inside the
lipid domain. As shown in Fig. 4b, KP is close to, but consistently
lower than 1 for all concentrations tested. This value remains
lower than 1 also in the presence of PEG. The deficit of TMAO
in the lipid domain thus translates into an eﬀective osmotic
pressure, which pushes the membranes closer together. While
this partitioning is not large, it is enough to dominate the forces
acting at low PEG pressures. More precisely stated, the chemical
potentials of TMAO and water in the bulk and lipid domains are
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necessarily equal at equilibrium. But our results indicate that this
equilibrium state is reached at diﬀerent inter-bilayer spacings for
every TMAO concentration at the same PEG-exerted osmotic
pressure. It is this diﬀerence that is due to the TMAO concentration gradient between the bulk solution and the one inside the
MLVs. Furthermore, we find that KP is not exactly constant with
TMAO concentrations. Most notable, as TMAO concentration
increases beyond B0.5 mol kg1, KP becomes smaller (indicating
stronger TMAO exclusion from lipids), strengthening the eﬀective
attractive force between the lipid bilayers.
The presence of PEG also apparently acts to diminish KP
(yellow-red points in Fig. 4b) but this is primarily caused by an
eﬀective increase in TMAO concentrations due to uptake of
water by PEG and subsequent expected elevation in the activity
coeﬃcients of TMAO, as shown in ESI,† Fig. S3. In addition,
the variation around 0.5 mol kg1 in the presence of PEG could
be related to uncertainties in our estimates of concentration
in the lipid domain that could significantly alter our estimates
of the Hamaker constant.
TMAO is depleted at the lipid membrane–water interface
What are the molecular underpinnings of the uneven partitioning of TMAO? We hypothesized that TMAO is preferentially
excluded from the lipid bilayer interface, leading to its net
depletion in the inter-bilayer space. We tested this by using
vapor pressure osmometry to measure the preferential interaction of TMAO with the lipid bilayer. The related net number
of TMAO-excluding waters per lipid, or simply ‘‘lipid preferential hydration’’, Gw, is linked to changes in osmotic pressures of
TMAO solutions upon lipid addition. This methodology, developed by Courtenay et al.57 for proteins and other macromolecules, relates Gw to the variation of the change in solution
osmolality following addition of lipid membranes to solution,
DPL, with initial TMAO osmolality, PTMAO, through
dDPL
mL
¼
Gw ;
dPTMAO mw

(3)

where mw = 55.6 mol kg1 is water molality and mL is lipid
concentration in mol kg1.58 Fig. 5a shows that DPL is linear in
TMAO molality, so that Gw = 11  1 is constant over the wide
range of TMAO concentrations studied here. Positive values of
Gw indicate preferential hydration and TMAO exclusion from
lipids. Thus, we have determined that approximately 11 water
molecules overall are, on average, inaccessible to TMAO for
each lipid molecule at all concentrations up to B2.5 Osm.
Interestingly, this number is only slightly larger than the
number of so-called headgroup structural water, 8 per DMPC
molecule, which is considered to be a lower limit to diﬀerent
measurements of tightly bound water to lipids.49
We compared our experimental findings with MD simulations of DMPC bilayers in aqueous solutions containing a range
of TMAO concentrations (details in ESI,† Section S5). From the
distribution of water and TMAO molecules as a function of
their distance from the inter-bilayer solvent center of mass
(Fig. 5b) we can determine the TMAO preferential hydration
coeﬃcient Gw per lipid molecule (see Fig. S4, ESI†). We find
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Fig. 5 Exclusion of TMAO from the lipid domain through preferential
interactions with bilayer surface. (a) The change in solution osmolarity
upon lipid addition changes linearly with TMAO solution osmolarity, as
seen in vapor pressure osmometry. Inset shows the corresponding value
calculated from MD simulations as dots (see details in ESI,† Section S5),
and the dashed horizontal line is the experimental value calculated
according to eqn (3). (b–d) Simulation derived pair distribution functions (b),
headgroup moiety number density (c), and average dipole orientation
relative to the membrane normal (d) as a function of distance from the
inter-bilayer solvent mid-plane, Z. Lines represent water (blue), TMAO
(red), phosphate (green) and choline (magenta). Vertical dashed lines
represent average membrane bilayer position based on the phosphate
headgroups. Green arrows in (d) represent the value of the average dipole
between the choline and phosphate of the lipid headgroups. (e) Schematic
of bulk–lipid partitioning and dipole orientation of TMAO and water in the
water:DMPC:TMAO system. Red shaded area (left) represents the TMAO
concentrations in the bulk and lipid (MLV) phases of the system, which are
directly proportional to the osmotic pressures. The difference caused by
the uneven partitioning of TMAO, pushes the bilayers closer together.
Lipids are shown as green phosphates and purple cholines, with hydrocarbon tails as yellow lines. TMAO molecules are shown in red, and water
molecules (in the zoomed-in region) in blue. Dipole orientations are
shown as black-outlined arrows. The scheme indicates the dipole angle
relative to the membrane normal, as well as the center of mass of the
inter-bilayer solvent, where Z = 0.

that TMAO is preferentially excluded from the bilayer surface
compared to water molecules, which in turn preferentially
hydrate the headgroup layer of the membrane. In excellent
agreement with the experiment, TMAO is net-excluded from
ca. 11 water molecules around each headgroup at all concentrations tested, as calculated from the simulation and shown in
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the inset of Fig. 5a. The constant preferential hydration and
associated net-exclusion of TMAO from the inter-bilayer space
means that for the isotherms shown in Fig. 3, TMAO (average)
concentrations in the lipid domain must change as osmotic
pressure is increased and bilayers are pushed closer together,
which also dictates an altered Hamaker constant (as discussed
in ESI,† Section S3).
The finding that TMAO is excluded from the lipid interface
region can be traced to the eﬀective interaction of TMAO with
the lipid headgroups, as seen in simulations. The cosine of the
angle of the TMAO dipole relative to the membrane normal
(cos d) versus distance from the membrane (Z), Fig. 5d, shows
that the dipole of the zwitterionic TMAO molecules (red line)
orients itself with that of the neighbouring headgroups (value
marked by green arrows). Water (blue line) intervenes between
lipid and TMAO, and accordingly orients its dipole opposite to
the dipoles of TMAO and lipid, thus maintaining, on average,
favourable interactions with both. Fig. 5e summarizes the
proposed mechanism: water orientation may act as a buﬀer
for the unfavourable TMAO–lipid headgroup orientation, but
also acts to increase the mutual TMAO–lipid exclusion beyond
that expected for purely steric TMAO–lipid repulsion. This
water sequestration results in depletion of TMAO from the
interbilayer solution, and has previously been described in the
context of osmolyte interactions with proteins in terms of a
‘‘soft’’ or ‘‘chemical’’ repulsion.59,60
Our results agree well with a recent spectroscopic study of
TMAO interaction with DPPC monolayers at the air–water
interface by Mondal.61 There it was concluded that water
dipoles oriented opposite of headgroup dipoles, and that
TMAO orients oxygen-first towards the choline group, and
preferentially screens the choline lipid moiety more effectively
than the phosphate charge. To closely orient anti-parallel with
the lipid headgroup would require further burial of TMAO into
the headgroup region and displacement of hydrating waters,
which overall is unfavourable. This unfavourable interaction of
TMAO with the lipid headgroup region is likely also responsible
for the change in the isotherm at high osmotic pressures seen
at high TMAO concentrations (above B0.5 mol kg1). For these
isotherms (shown in Fig. 3a), the pressure quickly rises as Dw 0
decreases below B11 Å. This cannot be explained by the terms
in eqn (1), and fitting this data (as shown in Fig. 3a) requires an
additional term discussed in the ESI,† Section S6.
Preferential cosolute exclusion drives lipid attraction while
preferential inclusion promotes swelling
The correlation we find between TMAO preferential exclusion
at the lipid interface and the eﬀective attraction between
membranes, shown schematically in Fig. 5e, should be a very
general mechanism for cosolute action on lipids. Indeed, by
analyzing previously reported studies of other cosolutes with
PC lipids,62–65 we find remarkable correlation between changes
in bilayer spacing and preferential interactions Gs (a parameter
directly related to preferential hydration, Gs = Gw(ns/nw),
where ns and nw are the number of moles of solute (s) or water
(w) in the sample). Fig. 6 demonstrates this correlation for
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several cosolutes. All these cosolutes weaken the van der Waals
interactions (since the Hamaker constant decreases), and so
the EOS would predict an increase in D-spacing (‘‘swelling’’).
However, this swelling can be reinforced or counteracted by the
corresponding inclusion or exclusion of the cosolute from the
lipid domain.
We find that previously reported preferential cosolute
exclusion64,65 correlates closely with reduction in bilayer
repeat spacing, while cosolute inclusion is correlated with an
increased swelling. Remarkably, for cosolutes such as sucrose
and glucose, preferential interactions go from inclusion at low
concentrations to exclusion at high concentrations, closely
tracing the membrane spacing, which initially increases but
then decreases, Fig. 6. At concentrations where preferential
interaction vanishes (as does the osmotic pressure diﬀerence)
the contribution to the van der Waals force is most relevant,
and indeed increased swelling is observed. As sugar concentration grows further, preferential exclusion grows too, driving
uneven partitioning. Such partitioning creates an osmotic stress
that eﬀectively attracts lipid bilayers, bringing membranes
towards one another at concentrations above 1 mol kg1.
The correlation between cosolute preferential interactions
and membrane spacing is analogous to the eﬀects of similar
small, non-charged cosolutes on protein folding. In these cases,
preferentially included cosolutes such as urea accumulate at the
protein surface and force it to unfold, whereas preferentially

Fig. 6 Cosolute preferential interaction correlates with membrane spacing.
(a) Preferential interaction of cosolute with PC lipid membrane vs. cosolute
concentration from Westh and co-workers (for DMSO, glucose and
sucrose),64,65 and data from this study (TMAO). Dashed line represents
absence of preferential interaction, while positive (negative) values indicate
cosolute inclusion (exclusion). Inset zooms in on the region where glucose
and sucrose turn from preferentially included to excluded. (b) Bilayer repeat
spacing D of PC membranes vs. cosolute concentration cs. DMSO data from
Kisselev et al.,63 sucrose and glucose data from Leneveu et al.,62 and TMAO
data from this study.
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excluded cosolutes exert an eﬀective depletion force driving
proteins toward more compact conformations.66,67 The selfassembled lipid membrane surface can likewise respond to the
presence of cosolutes, and this may induce additional changes
in MLVs that could become more prominent than any uneven
partitioning. For example, cosolutes may alter membrane
thickness,65 gel-to-liquid melting temperature68 or electrostatic
interactions between bilayers.69 Therefore, cosolute–lipid mixtures should be carefully and individually addressed to determine the net cosolute effect on the balance of forces.

Concluding remarks
In this study, we showed that membranes come closer together
in the presence of TMAO. This eﬀective attraction is induced
by an exclusion of TMAO from the membrane interface due
to unfavorable interactions with the lipid headgroup. This
preferential interaction translates into a deficit of TMAO in
the lipid domain compared with the bulk solution. Membranes
are thus driven closer together to minimize the volume of
solution that incurs the free energy penalty associated with
TMAO exclusion. Upon cosolute addition, membranes reach a
new equilibrium point where repulsive forces (most notably
hydration and fluctuation repulsions) balance the added eﬀective attraction.
That solute partitioning between bulk and lipid domains
can induce eﬀective attractions is not new. A well-studied
example is the driving of lipid bilayers towards one another
by fully excluded polymers, such as PEG, that exert depletion
forces on the lipid.37,62 For electrolyte solutions, salt partitioning between bulk and lipid domains has long been recognized,
and is routinely treated within the framework of the mean field
Poisson–Boltzmann theory.16,70 However, rarely do current
models consider that net-neutral, membrane-permeable solutes
can drive similar attractions or repulsions.71 We show that
unfavorable interfacial interactions between solute and lipid
lead to TMAO exclusion from the lipid domain, necessarily
driving lipid membranes closer. Moreover, the molecular mechanism we propose here is very general. While previously netneutral cosolutes were often considered to either be completely
excluded (as in the case of PEG37) or equally partitioned between
the bulk and the lipid phases (as in the case of e.g. DMSO13,63,72
and sugar62), we demonstrate the possibility for a wide range of
cosolute partitioning. Such partitioning may also be relevant for
other cosolutes, including the recently reported effects of buffer
molecules on lipid bilayer properties.73,74
Although a comprehensive predictive molecular-level theory
for the partitioning of net-neutral solutes is presently lacking,
we anticipate that any preferentially excluded cosolute that can
partition freely between membrane and bulk domains may
show trends in bilayer spacing similar to TMAO and the other
excluded cosolutes we have analyzed. Similarly, we showed that
cosolutes that are preferentially included in the membrane
domain (viz. sugars) correlate with an opposite force that drives
membranes apart.
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By bringing lipid interfaces closer together or further apart,
cellular solutes may provide a non-negligible contribution
to the molecular mechanisms of membrane remodeling processes. By reducing the barriers for lipid interactions, such
processes may be facilitated and modulated directly by cosolute
concentrations.
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